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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

1. Counsel acting for the Accused, Mr Hussein Hassan Oneissi, have filed an application 

under Rules 25 (A) and (C) of the Special Tribunal's Rules of Procedure and Evidence 

requesting the disqualification and withdrawal from the case of Prosecutor v. Ayyash, Merhi, 

Oneissi and Sabra of the three Trial Chamber judges, Judge David Re, Judge Janet 

Nasworthy and Judge Micheline Braidy. 1 Complaint is made, alleging bias, in respect of two 

scheduling orders and an email. 

2. The President first designated a Panel compnsmg Appeals Chamber Judge Daniel 

Nsereko and the Special Tribunal's two Alternate Judges, Judges Walid Akoum and Nicola 

Lettieri, who are also assigned to the Ayyash tria1. 2 On Monday 16 April 2018 that Panel 

sought the views of the three Trial Chamber judges, under Rule 25 (C), for filing by 

Wednesday 18 April2018. 3 

3. On 18 April, Judges Re and Nasworthy requested the President to set aside her order 

designating the two Alternate Judges to the Pane1.4 She sought their views5-which they filed, 

seeking to be excused from the Panel6-and those of the Oneissi Defence, which were also 

filed. 7 On 25 April, acting on Judge Re and Judge Nasworthy's application, the President 

issued an order designating a new Panel. 8 Our views are accordingly filed before the new 

Panel. 

Judicial impartiality- introductory remarks 

4. In responding to the application, we file our views with a deep appreciation of the 

seriousness of a complaint of judicial bias. The Oneissi Defence mounts serious, though 

1 STL-11-01/T/PRES, Prosecutor v. Ayyash, Merhi, Oneissi and Sabra, F3628, Oneissi Defence Rule 25 Motion 
for the Disqualification and Withdrawal of Presiding Judge David Re, Judge Janet Nasworthy, and Judge 
Micheline Braidy, 12 April 2018 (confidential with confidential annexes A-C, a public redacted version of the 
motion was filed on the same day) ('Oneissi Defence application'). 
2 STL-ll-01/T/PRES, F3630, Order Designating a Panel pursuant to Rule 25 (C), 13 April2018. 
3 STL-11-01/T/OTH/R25, F3632, Order Inviting Judges' Views pursuant to Rule 25 (C), 16 April 2018. Judges 
Re, Nasworthy and Braidy sought an extension of time to file their views under Rule 25 (C). 
4 STL-11-01/T/PRES, F3633, Application by Judges Re and Nasworthy to Set Aside the President's Designation 
of Alternate Judges Akoum and Lettieri to a Panel Designated pursuant to Rule 25 (C) on the Oneissi Defence's 
Application to Disqualify the Three Trial Chamber Judges, 18 April2018. 
5 STL-ll-01/T/PRES, F3635, Order Seeking Submissions on the Application to Set Aside the Designation of 
Judges to a Panel Designated Pursuant to Rule 25 (C), 19 April2018. 
6 STL-11-01/T/PRES, F3637, Submissions by Judges Akoum and Lettieri, 20 April2018. 
7 STL-11-01/T/PRES, F3638, Observations de Ia Defense de M Oneissi deposees en application de 
!'Ordonnance de Ia Presidente en date du 19 avril2018, 23 April2018. 
8 STL-11-01/T/PRES, F3639, Order on the Composition of a Panel Designated Pursuant to Rule 25 (C), 25 April 
2018. 
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unfounded and unsustainable challenges to our fitness to adjudicate the case against 

Mr Oneissi on the basis of alleged bias, both actual and apprehended. The complaints are 

made over four years after the trial's commencement and long after our appointment as 

Judges of the Trial Chamber pursuant to Article 9 (3) of the Statute of the Special Tribunal for 

Lebanon. The Trial Chamber has sat in trial for 396 days, received the evidence of 300 

witnesses and, overall, issued 1,021 other decisions and orders, of which no complaint is 

made. 

5. Judicial impartiality is an essential requirement of both judicial appointment and 

adjudicating the case against Mr Oneissi, and generally in performing judicial duties. These 

allegations of bias and judicial impartiality strike at the root of judicial integrity, not only ours 

as the three judges of the Trial Chamber, but also question the fairness of the entire judicial 

process in the Ayyash case, and that of the Special Tribunal and, additionally, the proper 

administration of justice. 

6. We remain mindful that, for judges, the qualities of impartiality and integrity are 

essential primary 'tools of trade', the absence of which speaks powerfully to a compromise of 

the oath taken by the Special Tribunal's judges pursuant to Rule 24. 

7. To aid the Panel in determining the material issues we have sought to provide the 

necessary factual context to the two scheduling orders and the email in respect of which 

complaint is made. Equally we have sought to provide insight into our rationale in issuing 

these scheduling orders. In this regard, we consider it essential to correct some factual 

inaccuracies and misrepresentations contained in the Oneissi Defence's application. These 

could colour the issues in contention and thus materially affect their determination, both 

factual and legal, and ultimately the outcome of the application. 

8. Additionally, a chronology of relevant procedural matters appears at the end of this 

filing which further aids contextual understanding. 

RELEVANT LEGAL PRINCIPLES 

9. To assist the Panel in its determination, relevant legal principles are extracted. 

Respectfully, these should be applied in determining this application. We note that numerous 

complaints alleging judicial bias have been made before international criminal courts and 

tribunals, almost all of which have been dismissed for not reaching the high threshold 

necessary to rebut the presumption of judicial impartiality. 
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10. Universal and regional declarations governmg the right to a fair hearing by an 

impartial tribunal, and hence to seek the disqualification of judges, appear in international 

legal instruments such as Article 14 ( 1) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political 

Rights, Article 6 (1) and Article 8 (1) respectively of the European and American 

Conventions on Human Rights and Article 7 (1) of the African Charter on Human and 

Peoples' Rights. They are also reflected in the case law of international criminal courts and 

tribunals, and human rights bodies. These include: 

Right to be tried by an impartial tribunal and to challenge the impartiality of judges 

11. The fundamental human right of an Accused to be tried by an independent and 

impartial tribunal is 'generally recognised as being an integral component of the requirement 

that an accused should have a fair trial'. 9 However, the right to challenge the impartiality of 

judges is not untrammelled and should not be abused. A Special Tribunal Panel has held that 

'nobody should submit insubstantial, manifestly unfounded or even frivolous motions. 

International justice is too serious a matter to be subjected to conjectures, speculation or 

guesswork.' 10 We consider this apt in the circumstances. 

Impartiality means lack of bias 

12. The principle of impartiality, according to the Bangalore Principles of Judicial 

Conduct, 'is essential to the proper discharge of the judicial office. It applies not only to the 

decision itself but also to the process by which the decision is made.' 11 Bias can denote either 

actual bias or an unacceptable appearance of bias. Unacceptable appearance of bias has two 

limbs: (i) no one can be judge in his or her own suit; and (ii) apprehension ofbias. 12 

9 ICTY, Prosecutor v. Anto Furundiija, IT-95-17/1-A, Judgement, 21 July 2000 ('Furundiija Appeals 
Judgement'), para. 177; STL-14-06/PT/OTH/R25.2, In the case against Akhbar Beirut S.A.L. and AI Amin, 
F0051, Decision on Motion for the Disqualification of Judge Fransen, 12 August 2014 ('Decision on Judge 
Fransen's disqualification'), para. 16. 
10 Decision on Judge Fransen's disqualification, para. 39, citing CH/PRES/2010/09, In the Matter of El Sayed, 
Decision on Mr El Sayed's Motion for the Disqualification of Judge Chamseddine from the Appeals Chamber 
pursuant to Rule 25, 5 November 2010 ('Decision on Judge Chamseddine's disqualification'), para. 22. 
11 The Bangalore Draft Code of Judicial Conduct 2001 adopted by the Judicial Group on Strengthening Judicial 
Integrity, as revised at the Round Table Meeting of Chief Justices held at the Peace Palace, The Hague, 
November 25-26, 2002, Value 2 'Impartiality'. 
12 See e.g. CH/PRES/2010/08, In the Matter of El Sayed, Decision on Mr El Sayed's Motion for the 
Disqualification of Judge Riachy from the Appeals Chamber Pursuant to Rule 25, para. 17 ('Decision on Judge 
Riachy's disqualification'), paras 19-20,25. 
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13. International criminal courts and tribunals, and the Special Tribunal, have consistently 

held that 'the Judges of the Tribunal enjoy a presumption of impartiality by virtue of their 

solemn oath' which is complemented by the manner in which they are appointed. 13 

The burden of rebutting the presumption of impartiality is on the moving party 

14. The moving party 'bears the heavy burden of displacing the aforementioned 

presumption, a high threshold that can only be overcome through firm evidence; mere 

speculation is not enough' .14 Disqualification of a judge is 'not a step to be "undertaken 

lightly'", and 'a high threshold must be satisfied in order to rebut the presumption of 

impartiality which attaches to the judicial function' .15 The moving party must adduce 

sufficient evidence to satisfy the disqualification panel that the Judge in question is not 

impartial. 16 

Determining a lack of impartiality-the subjective and objective tests 

15. The Appeals Chamber of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former 

Yugoslavia (ICTY), building on the European Court of Human Rights' (ECtHR) case law and 

considering the tests applied by national courts, held that 'there is a general rule that a Judge 

should not only be subjectively free from bias, but also that there should be nothing in the 

surrounding circumstances which objectively gives rise to an appearance of bias' .17 Whereas 

the subjective test is 'endeavouring to ascertain the personal conviction of a given Judge in a 

given case', the objective test is 'determining whether he offered guarantees sufficient to 

exclude any legitimate doubt in this respect' .18 

16. Consequently, the question in applying the subjective test is whether it could be shown 

on the facts that a member of the court acted with personal bias. There is a presumption of 

impartiality 'until there is proof to the contrary'. With the objective test, the question is rather 

13 Decision on Judge Riachy's disqualification, para. 17 (emphasis in the original). See also Decision on Judge 
Chamseddine's disqualification, para. 17; Furundiija Appeals Judgement, paras 196-197. See also for example, 
ICTR, Prosecutor v. Jean-Paul Akayesu, ICTR-96-4-A, Judgment, l June 2001, para. 91. 
14 Decision on Judge Riachy's disqualification, para. 18. See similarly, Decision on Judge Chamseddine's 
disqualification, para. 17; ICTR, Georges Anderson Nderubumwe Rutaganda v. the Prosecutor, ICTR-96-3-A, 
Judgement, 26 May 2003 ('Rutaganda Appeals Judgement'), para. 43. 
15 Decision on Judge Fransen's disqualification, para. 34. 
16 See for example Furundiija Appeals Judgement, para. 197. 
17 Furundiija Appeals Judgement, paras 181-182, 189. 
1R Furundiija Appeals Judgement, para. 181, referring to ECtHR case law. 
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whether there IS an objectively justifiable 'reason to fear that a particular body lacks 

impartiality' .19 

17. The ICTY in Blagojevic could not rule out the possibility that 'decisions rendered by a 

Judge or a Chamber by themselves could suffice to establish actual bias', it held however that 

'it would be a truly extraordinary case in which they would' .20 The threshold to establish 

actual bias based on judicial decisions is therefore so high that it could only be reached 'in the 

most exceptional of cases'. 21 

18. The test applied to determine the appearance of bias is that of a 'reasonable observer', 

meaning a 'hypothetical fair-minded observer with sufficient knowledge of the actual 

circumstances to make a reasonable judgement', 'a person uninvolved in the litigation who 

has sufficient knowledge and understanding of the traditions of impartiality and integrity 

inherent in judicial institutions' able to identify 'when the public's sense of justice would be 

undermined or challenged by a particular set of facts'. 22 

19. The commentary to the Bangalore Principles states that the relevant inquiry is, 

whether a reasonable person properly informed would apprehend that there was [conscious or 

unconscious bias on the part of the judge]. In that sense, the reasonable apprehension of bias is 

not just a surrogate for unavailable evidence, or an evidentiary device to establish the 

likelihood of unconscious bias, but the manifestation of a broader preoccupation about the 

image of justice, namely, the overriding public interest that there should be confidence in the 

integrity of the administration of justice. 23 

19 ECtHR, Kyprianou v. Cyprus, Judgement, 15 December 2005, paras 118-121 in particular. 
20 ICTY, Prosecutor v. Vidoje Blagojevic et al., IT-02-60, Decision on BlagojeviC's Application pursuant to Rule 
l5(B), 19 March 2003 ('Blagojevic decision'), para. 14. 
21 ICTR, Prosecutor v. Athanase Seromba, ICTR-2001-66-T, Decision on Motion for Disqualification of Judges, 
25 April2006 ('Seromba decision'), para. 11, citing the Blagojevic decision. 
22 Decision on Judge Riachy's disqualification, para. 31, referring to ICTY case law. See similarly, ICTY, 
Prosecutor v. Vojislav Seselj, IT-03-67-T, Decision on Defence Motion for Disqualification of Judge Frederik 
Harhoff and Report to the Vice-President, 28 August 2013, paras 5-6; Rutaganda Appeals Judgement, para. 47; 
ICC, The Prosecutor v. Thomas Lubanga Dyilo, ICC-01/04-01/06, Decision of the plenary of judges on the 
Defence Application of20 February 2013 for the disqualification of Judge Sang-Hyun Song from the case of The 
Prosecutor v. Thomas Lubanga Dyilo, 11 June 2013, paras 8-10; ICC, The Prosecutor v. Abdallah Banda 
Abakaer Nourain and Saleh Mohammed Jerbo Jamus, ICC-02/05-03/09, Judge Eboe-Osuji's Memorandum 
concerning 'Defence Motion for Disqualification of a Judge,' Annex 2, 16 April 2012, para. 27. 
23 United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, Commentary on the Bangalore Principles of Judicial Conduct, 
September 2007, para. 85. 
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The task of a disqualification panel is confined to examining whether or not the judge 

acted in a biased manner 

20. A disqualification panel should not conduct itself as an appeal court for the decisions 

of the judge whose disqualification is requested. Rendering decisions which do not suit a 

party, even on several occasions, does not of itself show bias. A mere disagreement with a 

judge's decisions cannot be a reason to justify calling into question his or her impartiality. 24 

Similarly, 

Judicial decisions alone almost never constitute a valid basis for alleging bias or the 

appearance thereof. They are almost invariably grounds for appeal, not for recusal, unless they 

display a deep-seated favouritism or antagonism that would make a fair judgement 

. "bl 25 lmpOSSl e. 

21. Finally, the review panel determining an application for disqualification does not 

examine legal error by a judge or judges. The international case law holds that its purpose, 

is not to detect error, but rather to determine whether such errors, if any, demonstrate that the 

judge or judges are actually biased, or that there is an appearance of bias based on the 

objective test described. Error, if any, on a point of law is insufficient: what must be shown is 

that the rulings are, or would reasonably be perceived as, attributable to a pre-disposition 

against the applicant, and not genuinely related to the application of law (on which there may 

be more than one possible interpretation) or to the assessment of the relevant facts. 26 

APPLICATION FOR DISQUALIFICATION UNDER RULE 25 (A) AND (C): 

OUR VIEWS UNDER RULE 25 (C) 

22. In our respectful view, the application does not demonstrate either apprehended or 

actual bias. Rather, at its highest, it reveals a mere disagreement with two Trial Chamber 

24 STL-14-06/PT/OTH/R25, In the case against Akhbar Beirut S.A.L. and AI Amin, F0062, Decision on the 
Motion for Disqualification of Judge Lettieri, 5 September 2014, paras 30-31. 
25 ICTR, Prosecutor v. Edouard Karemera eta!., ICTR-98-44-T, Decision on Joseph Nzirorera's Motion for 
Disqualification of Judges Byron, Kam and Joensen, 27 February 2008 (' Karemera decision'), para. 4. 
26 Seromba decision, paras ll-12, referring to para. 14 of the Blagojevic decision, and further noting that 
'[a]llegations ofbias based on the content of judicial proceedings have also been considered by the United States 
Supreme Court, where it has been emphasised that "judicial rulings alone almost never constitute a valid basis 
for a bias or partiality motion .... Almost invariably; they are proper grounds for appeal, not for recusal. ... 
[O]pinions formed by the judge on the basis of facts introduced or events occurring in the course of the current 
proceedings ... do not constitute a basis for a bias or partiality motion unless they display a deep-seated 
favouritism or antagonism that would make fair judgment impossible" (Liteky v. United States, 510 U.S. 540, 
555 (1994))'. 
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scheduling orders and a misapprehension of the contents of an email ordering the Oneissi 

Defence to file a public redacted version of a witness list. 

23. Rule 25 (A) provides that 'A Judge may not sit in any case in which the Judge has a 

personal interest or concerning which the Judge has or has had any association which might 

affect or appear to affect the Judge's impartiality.' The application however does not allege 

that any of the three judges has a 'personal interest' or 'association' but rather the Oneissi 

Defence argues that actual and apprehended bias exists based upon the extended definition set 

out by the ICTY in Furundiija. 

24. The Defence argues that the Trial Chamber showed bias because it 'repeatedly 

exhibited disregard for the Defence Case of Mr Onessi' between when counsel made their 

submissions for Mr Oneissi's acquittal under Rule 167-the date is unspecified but is 

presumably from 23 February 2018-and when the Trial Chamber issued a 'Scheduling order 

for final trial briefs and closing arguments under Rule 147' on 11 April2018. 

25. The particulars of this allegedly 'repeated' bias over this six-week period by the Trial 

Chamber is in it issuing two scheduling orders and in sending an email to the Oneissi Defence 

explaining why its second updated witness list had been reclassified from 'public' to 

'confidential'. We note that during this period the Trial Chamber also issued sixteen other 

written and oral decisions and orders about which no complaint is made. 

26. The first claim is that the Trial Chamber, on 23 February 2018, issued a scheduling 

order ordering Defence counsel for all Accused to file their witness and exhibit lists by 

7 March. Complaint is made that this was done before the time had expired for the Parties to 

file additional submissions (set for 27 February) in relation to an application by the Oneissi 

Defence for a judgement of acquittal under Rule 167. 

27. The second is that the Trial Chamber issued a scheduling order on 11 April ordering 

the Parties to file their final trial briefs on 4 June, with closing arguments in the weeks of 

25 June to 6 July, before allowing the Defence to respond to the Prosecution submissions. 

This was also before the Oneissi Defence case-which consists of two witnesses, an expert, 

Professor Siegfried Ludwig Sporer and Mr Jamil El-Sayyed, whose evidence is collectively 

estimated to take maybe only a week or two of court time-had started on 17 April. And, 

further, before it decided an application for certification, filed by the Oneissi Defence, to 

appeal the Rule 167 decision. 
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28. The third is allegedly denying Mr Oneissi the right to a public hearing by ordering, by 

email on 5 April, that the Oneissi Defence file a public redacted version of its 'second updated 

witness list' (redacting less than three lines). 

29. The application argues generally and specifically that the Trial Chamber's conduct in 

making these three decisions meets the threshold of actual and apprehended bias. 

30. In reality, however, the first two decisions are standard judicial case management 

decisions, and the third is a routine communication to instruct a Party to file a public redacted 

version of a filing. 27 This in any event awaits a decision on an application by the Oneissi 

Defence on whether to reclassify its second updated witness list as public. In other words, in 

essence, to unredact two-and-a-half lines from the document. In this sense the application 

misapprehends that the Trial Chamber has not yet made any decision on the reclassification of 

the Oneissi Defence's witness list. The question of whether Professor Sporer will testify 

publicly or in private or closed session is not yet before the Trial Chamber and is not 

addressed in the application. 

31. The application, unfortunately, has omitted some relevant and material facts, which 

are corrected in these views and the attached chronology. The chronology shows the Trial 

Chamber's consistent judicial trial management of both the Prosecution and Defence cases 

since October 2017. 

Overriding obligations to ensure a fair and expeditious trial 

32. In our respectful view the two scheduling orders and the email, which allegedly 

demonstrate bias, neither constitute 'a truly extraordinary case' of actual bias nor do they 

show 'deep-seated antagonism' towards the Oneissi Defence, as is alleged, but rather reveal 

careful judicial case management directed at ensuring a fair, expeditious and public trial. 

33. Article 16 (2) of the Special Tribunal's Statute guarantees the accused a 'fair and 

public hearing', and Article 16 ( 4) (c) that he or she be tried without undue delay. 

27 STL/PD/2010/01/Rev.2, 14 June 2013, Practice Direction on Filing ofDocuments before the Special Tribunal 
for Lebanon in Article 7 (3) provides that 'where a document has been filed confidentially, a public redacted 
version shall be filed by the Participant who submitted the confidential version as soon as possible. Exceptions 
require authorisation from the Judge or Chamber. The Participant may seek such authorisation when specifying 
the factual and legal basis of the chosen classification, pursuant to Article 6 (2) above.' 
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Expeditiousness is an element of an equitable trial. 28 Article 21 (1) obliges a Trial Chamber to 

take strict measures to prevent any action that may cause unreasonable delay. 

34. The Trial Chamber is responsible for judicial case management of the trial, which 

includes giving directions as to the conduct of the proceedings under Rule 130 (A), and 

making orders or decisions as to the manner in which witness evidence may be received under 

Rules 150, 155, 156 and 158, or the manner of questioning under Rule 145. 

35. Under Rule 129 (B), in respect of a Defence case the Trial Chamber may also give 

'directions necessary or desirable to ensure a fair, impartial and expeditious trial', which 

include, under Rule 129 (C), determining the number of witnesses that the Defence may call 

and determining the time available to the Defence to present their case. The two scheduling 

orders and the email should be considered in light of these principles. In determining this 

matter, the Panel, in our view, must consider these statutory provisions and their application 

in the normal course of a trial. 

36. The three allegations are taken in turn below. 

Alleged bias in the Rule 167 proceedings 

37. Under Rule 167, the Trial Chamber must acquit an accused person at the end of the 

Prosecution case-after hearing submissions from the Parties-if there is no evidence capable 

of supporting a conviction on any count in an indictment. 

38. The Trial Chamber heard oral submissions under Rule 167 from Mr Vincent 

Courcelle-Labrousse, lead counsel for the Oneissi Defence, in court on 20 and 21 February 

2018 and heard a response from the then lead Prosecution counsel, Mr Alexander Milne, on 

21 and 22 February. On 22 February, and in court, the Trial Chamber ordered the Parties to 

provide further written submissions by 27 February.29 

39. Omitted from the application, however, is that the Trial Chamber changed the dates on 

which it originally intended to hear the Rule 167 oral submission and scheduled the hearing 

for 20 and 21 February 2018 solely to accommodate Mr Courcelle-Labrousse's availability. 

This actually demonstrates the opposite of bias, and is further detailed in the chronology. 

2R ICTR, Prosecutor v. Pauline Nyiramasuhuko et al., ICTR-98-42-A15bis, Decision in the Matter of 
Proceedings under Rule 15bis (D), 24 September 2003, para. 24. 
29 STL-11-01/T/TC, Prosecutor v. Ayyash, Merhi, Oneissi and Sabra, transcript of 22 March 2018, pp 9-10 
(Third Scheduling Order regarding Submissions under Rule 167). 
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40. On Friday 2 February, the day after counsel for the Accused, Mr Hassan Habib Merhi, 

informed the Trial Chamber by email that they had no further questioning of Prosecution 

witnesses, the three Trial Chamber judges held a case management meeting with the Parties to 

discuss the timing of the close of the Prosecution case, any Defence applications for acquittal 

under Rule 167, and the timing and length of any potential Defence cases. From that date, the 

Trial Chamber was generally aware that only the Oneissi Defence was definitively going to 

make submissions under Rule 167 and, if unsuccessful, the Oneissi Defence was intending to 

call a short Defence case of possibly two witnesses that may have taken two weeks to 

complete. 

41. Turning to the obligation of Defence counsel to file witness and exhibit lists under 

Rule 128 after the close of the Prosecution case if they elect to call a case, Rule 128 lists the 

documents that must be filed if they elect to call a case. These include witness and exhibit 

lists and points in the indictment on which witnesses are expected to testify. 

42. Rule 129-as mentioned in paragraph 35 above-provides for the Trial Chamber to 

hold Pre-Defence Conferences before the commencement of a Defence case, at which the 

Trial Chamber may give directions necessary or desirable to ensure a fair, impartial and 

expeditious trial. These include calling upon the Defence to shorten the estimated length of 

the evidence-in-chief, determining the number of witnesses that may be called and the time 

available for the Defence to present the evidence. 

43. On 23 February, and in an attempt to manage the potential scheduling of any Defence 

case, and to assist the Parties to prepare for any Defence case-and to avoid any unnecessary 

delay-the Trial Chamber issued a scheduling order under Rule 128 ordering any Defence 

electing to call a Defence case to file its witness and exhibit lists by 7 March. This was 

intended to be after the Trial Chamber had issued its decision or judgement under Rule 167. 

The order stated that a Rule 129 Pre-Defence Conference will be held 'shortly thereafter' and, 

significantly, of the order under Rule 128 that, 'Obviously, these apply only if the Trial 

Chamber decides not to enter a judgement of acquittal with respect to any Accused. ' 30 

3° F3583, Scheduling Order to the Defence under Rule 128,23 February 2018, para. 6 (emphasis added). 
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44. Despite this, the Oneissi Defence argues that the Trial Chamber exhibited bias in 

ordering the Defence, on 23 February, to elect to bring a case, and to file exhibit and witness 

lists before the deadline had expired to file additional Rule 167 submissions on 27 February?1 

45. But by issuing its order earlier, before the deadline for the additional Rule 167 

submissions, the Trial Chamber provided better notice to all Defence counsel of the date on 

which they should file any relevant Rule 128 material. This demonstrates, in our view, not 

bias, but rather diligent judicial case management. 

46. The order may have been issued before the deadline of 27 February for filing 

additional Rule 167 submissions, but the date for its compliance was 7 March, more than a 

week after that Rule 167 submission deadline. The Trial Chamber, on 6 March, varied the 

order by specifying a time on 7 March, of 14.00, for filing any Rule 128 documents32-which 

would have been after it had delivered its decision under Rule 167. 

47. The Oneissi Defence, however, argues that the Trial Chamber's conduct can only give 

the appearance that it had no interest in the additional written submissions, and had effectively 

pre-judged the Rule 167 application before receiving them. 33 This, however, is factually 

wrong. The Trial Chamber ordered the additional submissions proprio motu, i.e. of its own 

volition-having no obligation to do so-because it needed further submissions from the 

Parties in order to decide the Oneissi Defence Rule 167 application. 

48. The allegation that the Trial Chamber had no interest in receiving these additional 

written submissions or had effectively pre-judged the Rule 167 application before receiving 

them is misguided. The implication that it was a 'sham' order is equally without foundation. 

49. Finally, although the Oneissi Defence filed its application for certification to appeal 

the Rule 167 decision on 14 March-in which it also sought a stay of the proceedings-the 

final filing, the Oneissi Defence reply to the Prosecution's response opposing the application, 

was not filed until just before 16:00 on Friday 6 April, which was effectively one working day 

before the scheduled commencement of the Defence case, on Tuesday 1 0 April. 34 

31 Oneissi Defence application, para. 17. 
32 F3593, Order Scheduling Pre-Defence Conference on Thursday 8 March 2018 and Dismissing Oneissi and 
Sabra Applications to Suspend Orders under Rule 128 to File Witness and Exhibit Lists, 6 March 2018, para. 4. 
33 Oneissi Defence application, para. 17. 
34 F3618, Replique aux Reponses du Procureur et du Representant Legal des Victimes a Ia Requete de Ia 
Defense en Certification de Ia Decision de Ia Chambre en date du 7 mars 2018 rejetant Ia demande 
d'acquittement de M. Oneissi deposee en application de !'article 167, 6 April 2018. 
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50. The Trial Chamber was intending to decide this application, including whether the 

proceedings should be stayed, before Professor Sporer testified on his (re )scheduled date of 

Tuesday 17 April. The Trial Chamber, however, was precluded from doing so by the 

operation of Rule 25 (D) which prevents it from participating in the proceedings pending the 

determination of the application for disqualification, effectively stopping the trial in its tracks. 

51. As it is not practically possible to sever the proceedings against Mr Oneissi and no 

Party had applied to do this, staying the proceedings would have halted the trial against all 

four Accused. The Trial Chamber, pending consideration of all submissions, which includes 

the Oneissi Defence reply filed on 6 April, had an ongoing obligation to continue its judicial 

case management, including ensuring that the Parties were ready to present and meet any 

Defence case. There was no valid basis to stay the proceedings before receiving all relevant 

submissions from the Parties. Objectively, this cannot demonstrate bias. 

Alleged bias in issuing a scheduling order for final trial briefs and closing arguments 

before the commencement of the Oneissi Defence case 

52. The present estimated length of the Oneissi Defence case is of approximately one to 

two weeks, depending upon the length of questioning by the Parties. One witness, the expert 

Professor Sporer, was supposed to testify on Tuesday 17 April, probably concluding by 

18 April. 

53. The Trial Chamber was also intending to call one witness of its own volition under 

Rule 165, the Prosecution's former Chief of Investigations, Mr Michael Taylor, on Monday 

23 April, and he was notified of this. The availability of the second Oneissi Defence witness, 

Mr El-Sayyed, has not yet been determined, although co-counsel for Mr Oneissi, Ms Natalie 

von Wistinghausen, stated in court on 22 March that he would be unavailable to testify until 

the week commencing 25 June. 

54. The Trial Chamber, as noted above, on 11 April, and only after hearing from the 

Parties in court on 22 March, issued an order scheduling the filing of final trial briefs 

by 4 June, with responses by 18 June and oral closing arguments in the weeks of Monday 

25 June to Friday 6 July. 35 This scheduling order, like all others, is not set in stone and may if 

necessary be varied by the Trial Chamber either proprio motu or on the Parties' application 

35 F3623, Scheduling Order for Final Trial Briefs and Closing Arguments under Rule 147, 11 April 2018, 
para. 8. 
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under Rule 140. Counsel for the Accused, Mr Salim Jamil Ayyash, Mr Merhi and Mr Assad 

Hassan Sabra, on 12 April, filed a request for reconsideration of this scheduling order, which 

the Prosecution responded to and has partly joined. 36 The Oneissi Defence did not join this 

request and has made no submissions in relation to it. The Parties concerned now await a 

decision on the reconsideration request which cannot be made until the disqualification 

application is resolved. We note here that no Party in seeking reconsideration of the order

and although each is equally affected by the order-has argued that issuing it without 

awaiting further submissions evidenced bias. 

55. The disqualification application claims that the Trial Chamber exhibited an 'utter 

disregard' for the Oneissi Defence case in issuing a scheduling order for final trial briefs and 

closing arguments before the commencement of the Defence case and, in particular, before 

the first of the two Defence witnesses testified and before the second has been scheduled to 

appear. Further, it argues that the order was issued before allowing the Defence to respond to 

the Prosecution submissions concerning the filing of final trial briefs, and while the Oneissi 

Defence's request for certification of the Trial Chamber decision under Rule 167 is still 

pending. 37 

56. This assertion, however, is partly incorrect; as noted above the Trial Chamber heard 

submissions in court on 22 March from all Defence counsel, the Prosecution and the Legal 

Representatives of Victims on this issue. 38 It was thus fully informed when it issued the 

scheduling order of the views of all affected by it. 

57. Moreover, fixing a deadline for closing briefs falls squarely within a Trial Chamber's 

discretion and authority to control the proceedings to ensure a fair and expeditious trial. The 

Parties and the Legal Representatives of Victims are entitled to present closing arguments and 

file final trial briefs under Rule 14 7, and Trial Chambers have to consider the rights and 

interests of all Parties and participating victims in scheduling written and oral closing 

submissions. 

36 The Prosecution has also sought reconsideration of the scheduling order, and partially joined the Defence 
reconsideration application. See F3636, Prosecution Motion for Reconsideration of the Order of 11 April 20 18; 
Partial Joinder and Response to the Joint Defence Request for Reconsideration, and Motion for Clarification, 
20 April 2018. 
37 Oneissi Defence application, paras 21,23-25,49. 
3R Transcript of hearing on 22 March 2018, pp 40-50. 
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58. The application also contains what appears to be an allegation of the Trial Chamber's 

'manifest disparity in treatment ... between the Defence and Prosecution Cases'. In support of 

this, the Oneissi Defence states, 

the Trial Chamber has accepted evidence of 261 witnesses, over 383 days of hearings, since 

16 January 2014-over four years ago-and that it has allowed numerable gaps between the 

hearings due to Prosecution witness[es'] availability.39 

59. But the difference in the size of the respective cases merely reflects the nature of a 

criminal trial in which the Prosecution bears the onus of proving its case beyond reasonable 

doubt, and the Oneissi Defence's own strategic litigation decision to call only two witnesses 

in its case. The reasons for any 'gaps' in the hearing of Prosecution witnesses are well-known 

to the Defence, and have either been the subject of the Prosecution's reasoned applications for 

adjourmnent or explanations to which the Oneissi Defence has had the opportunity to 

respond. 

60. Substantively, however, there is no 'disparity in treatment,' in any objective sense-as 

the application claims-between the Defence and the Prosecution. The deadline set for final 

trial briefs by 4 June is common to all Parties, and differs from the deadline the Prosecution 

sought for its final trial brief in its oral and written submissions, namely no earlier than 

27 July. 

61. The application also does not explain how issuing the scheduling order for final trial 

briefs and closing arguments before a Defence commences its case can amount to a disregard 

for the Defence case or prove that the Trial Chamber will not devote to it the required careful 

attention, and hence how this is bias. 

62. On Ms von Wistinghausen's emailed request-and in view of the Oneissi Defence 

filing its witness schedule for the weeks of 10 to 20 April informing the Trial Chamber that it 

did not intend to present any evidence in the week of 10 April40-the Trial Chamber agreed to 

the rescheduling of Professor Sporer's testimony to the week of 16 April. The Trial Chamber 

still awaits information from the Oneissi Defence on Mr El-Sayyed's availability-as directed 

in the Trial Chamber's scheduling order of 23 March. And, as outlined further below, the 

39 Oneissi Defence application, paras 44, 48. 
4° F3620, Defence for Hussein Hassan Oneissi Witness Schedule for the Week Commencing 16 April 2018, 
6 April2018. 
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Oneissi Defence has made no formal application whatsoever in respect of Mr El-Sayyed's 

testimony. 

63. Further, the assertion at paragraph 26 of the application that the Trial Chamber is 

cognisant that the Oneissi Defence intends to seek the admission into evidence of underlying 

material which Professor Sporer relied on in his report under Rule 155 is incorrect. The 

Oneissi Defence has twice updated its witness list, but it is a list of two witnesses who will be 

called to testify in court. No application has been made under Rule 155 to tender the statement 

or deposition of a witness in lieu of oral testimony as is required by both Rule 128 and Rule 

155. Only Professor Sporer and Mr El-Sayyed, who are viva voce (live) witnesses, are on the 

witness list. 

64. Additionally, the reference to Rule 141 of the International Criminal Court's (ICC) 

Rules of Procedure and Evidence, which states that a declaration that 'submission of evidence 

is closed' must precede the Presiding Judge's invitation to the Parties to 'make closing 

arguments' 41 is irrelevant. The Special Tribunal has no equivalent rule and is bound neither by 

the Rules or case law of other international courts and tribunals. 42 The Trial Chamber has full 

discretion in issuing scheduling orders. 

65. The scheduling order was routine and is not inconsistent with current international 

practice. For example, in two cases currently in trial at the ICC, Trial Chambers in Ntaganda 

and Ongwen-and as recently as 13 April 2018-have issued scheduling orders in similar 

circumstances, informing the Parties that final trial briefs will be filed, respectively, four and 

six weeks after the close of the evidence. 43 In Ntaganda, during the hearing of the Defence 

case, the Trial Chamber ordered the Prosecution to file its closing brief four weeks from the 

date upon which the Presiding Judge declares the presentation of evidence in the case to be 

closed, and the Defence was given eight weeks, after notification of the Prosecution and the 

Legal Representatives' closing briefs, to file its closing brief. 

41 Oneissi Defence application, para. 49. 
42 STL-11-01/PT/AC/AR126.3, Prosecutor v. Ayyash, Badreddine, Oneissi and Sabra, F0009-AR126.3, 
Decision on Appeal by Legal Representative of Victims against Pre-Trial Judge's Decision on Protective 
Measures, 10 April 2013, para. 17. 
43 ICC, The Prosecutor v. Bosco Ntaganda, ICC-0 1104-02/06-2170, Order providing directions related to the 
closing briefs and statements, 28 December 2017, paras 8, 13; ICC, The Prosecutor v. Dominic Ongwen, ICC-
02/04-01/15-1226, Directions on Closing Briefs and Closing Statements, 13 April2018, para. 3. 
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66. In Ongwen, on 13 April 2018, the day the Prosecution filed a Rule 141 notice stating 

that it had completed its presentation of evidence, 44 and before any Defence case had 

commenced-and apparently without hearing from the Parties-the Presiding Judge of the 

Trial Chamber ordered the Parties to file their closing briefs six weeks after the close of the 

presentation of evidence. These orders show the case-specific nature of orders scheduling 

final trial briefs and closing arguments. 

67. The Trial Chamber's order scheduling the final trial briefs for 4 June is obviously 

contingent on the Oneissi Defence case concluding within a reasonable period before then

and the Trial Chamber awaits any application in that respect from the Oneissi Defence. So, 

even if the Trial Chamber had erred, procedurally, in issuing that scheduling order, a revised 

order could cure any procedural prejudice. Mere procedural error does not equate to bias. 

Professor Siegfried Ludwig Sporer's testimony 

68. Professor Sporer is an expert witness on the Oneissi Defence witness list whose 

testimony was originally intended to commence on 10 April. The application omits to say that 

the Trial Chamber scheduled Professor Sporer's testimony for the week following upon 

Ms von Wistinghausen's emailed request-as noted above and detailed in the chronology. 

This hardly demonstrates bias or hostility towards the Oneissi Defence. 

69. Moreover, having an interval of around seven weeks between Professor Sporer's 

testimony and the Parties filing their final trial briefs is not only procedurally reasonable but 

cannot demonstrate bias against the Defence. The subject matter of Professor Sporer's 

testimony is contained in his detailed report and the Oneissi Defence and the Prosecution 

should be thoroughly familiar by now with the gist, if not the substance, of their intended final 

trial submissions on the issue. 

Mr Jamil El-Sayyed's possible testimony 

70. Mr El-Sayyed is on the Oneissi Defence witness list, but apparently cannot testify 

until the week of 25 June, due to his electoral and religious commitments. The Trial Chamber 

has attempted to seek a solution to accommodate these issues. The application, however, not 

only omits to mention this but also misrepresents what occurred in the Pre-Defence 

44 ICC, The Prosecutor v. Dominic Ongwen, ICC-02/04-01/15-1225, Notice of the Prosecution's completion of 
evidence presentation, 13 April 2018. 
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Conference on 22 March. Contrary to the tenor of the application, the Trial Chamber has 

attempted to accommodate the Oneissi Defence's desire to call Mr El-Sayyed. 

71. In court on that day Ms von Wistinghausen informed the Trial Chamber that Mr El

Sayyed was not available to travel to the Netherlands to testify for another three months

until the week of 25 June. The application, however, overlooks that the Trial Chamber 

immediately raised with her several realistic alternative possibilities and asked her to have 

them communicated to him. These included video-conference link testimony and the 

possibility of staggered testimony, expressly designed to accommodate his availability.45 

72. The Trial Chamber also asked Ms von Wistinghausen 'to come back here with a 

reasonable approach to work around his timetable' .46 But the Oneissi Defence still has not. It 

was in this context that the Presiding Judge also asked her to convey to Mr El-Sayyed that the 

trial-meaning the receipt of evidence-would be over by the end of June. And besides 

proposing flexible arrangements for the witness to testify earlier, the Trial Chamber actually 

raised with the Oneissi Defence the possibility of seeking an adjournment of the Defence case 

until the witness was available. 47 In court on 22 March, the Presiding Judge said to Ms von 

Wistinghausen, 

And Mr El Sayed could well be open to negotiation, if that's the right word, or a further 

discussion as to his availability. The fact that he has indicated he wants to come or he is 

available to testify seems to indicate that he wants to testify, so we believe that if you go back 

to him some results may be produced. Even if his testimony is staggered. So can you please do 

that?48 

73. But no such application has been made and the Trial Chamber has made no 

determination on scheduling Mr El-Sayyed's testimony. The Oneissi Defence has not yet 

formally informed the Trial Chamber of the results of its contacts with Mr El-Sayyed, as 

ordered the following day, 23 March.49 It is thus factually incorrect to assert-from the 

scheduling order alone ordering the filing of final trial briefs-that the evidence will be closed 

before Mr El-Sayyed testifies. 

45 For example, the Trial Chamber suggested 'video-conference link over maybe three days in one week or three 
days in another or something like that.' Transcript of22 March 2018, p. 54. 
46 Transcript of22 March 2018, p. 55. 
47 Transcript of22 March 2018, p. 55. 
48 Transcript of22 March 2018, p. 58. 
49 Ms von Wistinghausen, however, emailed the Trial Chamber's senior legal officer on 26 March 2018 stating 
that counsel for Mr Oneissi had spoken to Mr El-Sayyed again 'and the prospect of having him testifying in 
April' in court or through video-conference link is unrealistic. 
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74. Another significant omission from the application is the Trial Chamber's reasoning in 

its scheduling order of 23 March-the day after the second Pre-Defence Conference-at 

paragraphs 15 to 18 of the order, in which it held in relation to Mr El-Sayyed-first referring 

to the Pre-Defence Conference of22 March, 

The Trial Chamber then asked the Oneissi Defence to recontact Mr El-Sayyed and suggest to 

him the possibility of video-conference link testimony or testimony over different days or 

weeks with the possibility of varied sitting hours. The Trial Chamber stated that it could also 

issue a summons to compel his attendance, and co-counsel stated that this was a matter for the 

Trial Chamber. 

In its orders on 23 February and 6 March 2018 the Trial Chamber stated, 

After receiving submissions the Trial Chamber will allow the Prosecution the 

reasonable time necessary to prepare for any Defence cases. However, given the time 

elapsed since the calling of substantive evidence and the close of the Prosecution 

case-and, additionally, that Defence counsel must know the content of any Defence 

case-they must be in a position to present their evidence immediately after any Pre

Defence Conference. 

The Trial Chamber is responsible for setting the court's sitting schedule and has a statutory 

responsibility to ensure that the trial is both fair and expeditious. The Trial Chamber does not 

believe it would be either reasonable or responsible to effectively suspend the proceedings to 

accommodate the availability of one witness, especially when it has no information on the 

topics that his testimony would cover. 

For these reasons the Trial Chamber directs the Oneissi Defence to contact Mr El- Sayyed and 

find a suitable date for his testimony in the manner suggested above. 

75. Moreover, and although directly on point, the application has avoided mentioning 

Article 21 (1) of the Statute that mandates the Trial Chamber to 'take strict measures to 

prevent any action that may cause unreasonable delay'. The Trial Chamber must therefore 

carefully assess whether delaying the completion of a Party's case by some months-and 

hence the entire trial against three other Accused persons, including issuing a judgement-to 

accommodate the availability of one potential witness falls afoul of this provision. 

76. We also note by analogy that the Trial Chamber permitted the Legal Representatives 

of Victims to present evidence over a two week period from 28 August 2017-giving them 
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four weeks of notice in the scheduling order. 50 That case took six days of court time 51 m 

which seven witnesses testified and 24 witness statements were admitted into evidence. 52 

77. Finally, despite the Defence assertion to the contrary, it is our view that the allegations 

of bias amount to no more than disagreements with the scheduling order. 53 But unlike counsel 

for the other Accused and the Prosecution, rather than asking the Trial Chamber to reconsider 

the order, the Oneissi Defence has filed an application to disqualify the entire Trial Chamber. 

Respectfully, this ground of alleged bias is baseless. 

78. The ICTY in Blagojevic considered the issue of judicial partiality-as evidenced 

through a chamber's decisions-by examining those decisions themselves. 54 It also 

considered that judicial decisions could, of themselves, suffice to establish actual bias only in 

a 'truly extraordinary case'. Because it could not establish actual bias, the ICTY Bureau then 

examined whether an improper appearance of bias existed. It held that a 'more extended 

pattern of decisions uniformly favoring one party' was necessary before a reasonable observer 

could reasonably apprehend bias. 55 In Karemera the International Criminal Tribunal for 

Rwanda (ICTR) held that 'judicial decisions alone almost never constitute a valid basis for 

alleging bias or the appearance thereof .56 

79. Here, the Oneissi Defence application argues that the Trial Chamber's two scheduling 

orders meet this test and fall within this category, 'in the most exceptional of cases' 

(misattributing a quote from the ICTR case of Seromba to the ICTY case of Blagojevic). 57 In 

support of this it argues that the Trial Chamber's conduct was 'most exceptional' in setting a 

timetable for the filing of final trial briefs before the Defence case has begun. 

80. But as noted above, internationally this is simply incorrect; in two of the three ICC 

cases currently in trial, Ntaganda and Ongwen, the Trial Chambers have ordered-in one case 

before the Defence case had begun and in the other, mid-Defence case, the filing of final trial 

5° F3260, Decision on the Legal Representatives of Victims' Application to Call Evidence, Schedule the 
Presentation of Evidence and Directions on Disclosure Obligations, 31 July 2017, disposition. 
51 From 28 to 30 August and from 6 to 8 September 2017. 
52 See F3286, The Legal Representative of Victims Motion for the Admission of Evidence pursuant to Rules 154, 
155 and 158, with Confidential Annexes A and B, 21 August 2017; see also F3309, Decision Admitting into 
Evidence 18 Witness Statements under Rules 155 and 158, and Reasons for Admitting Two Witness Statements 
ofParticipating Victims, 5 September 2017, para. 3 and disposition. 
53 Oneissi Defence application, paras 50-51. 
54 See Blagojevic decision, paras 14-15. 
55 Blagojevic decision, para. 15. 
56 Karemera decision, para. 4. 
57 Oneissi Defence application, paras 46-51, paras 4 7, 49 in particular. 
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briefs-setting a timetable of specified weeks after the close of the presentation of the 

evidence. In the third case in trial, Gbagbo, the Trial Chamber, mid-trial during the 

presentation of the Prosecution case-and without seeking submissions from the parties

invited the Prosecutor to file what it termed an 'updated trial brief which would contain 'a 

detailed narrative of her case in light of the testimonies heard and the documentary evidence 

submitted at trial' of 300 pages within thirty days, followed by a Defence response of 

50 pages within a further thirty days. 58 

81. Our respectful view is that the Trial Chamber's two scheduling orders come nowhere 

near-to correctly quote the case-the 'truly extraordinary' hypothetical scenario that 

Blagojevic referred to. The two scheduling orders are routine and there is nothing 

extraordinary about them, and certainly nothing that could objectively overturn the 

presumption of judicial impartiality. There are no facts which would raise an 'extended 

pattern of decisions uniformly favoring one party'. 

Alleged bias in failing to respect Mr Oneissi's right to a public hearing 

82. The Oneissi Defence alleges bias by the Trial Chamber in allegedly denying 

Mr Oneissi the right to a public hearing. In our view, the allegation misrepresents the facts 

and the trial record, and-taken either in isolation or as part of an alleged pattern of 

conduct-cannot amount to bias. Effectively, the Trial Chamber has done no more than to 

order the Oneissi Defence to file a publicly redacted version of its witness list. This cannot on 

any test amount to bias. 

83. Rule 136 provides that all proceedings 'shall be held in public, unless otherwise 

decided by the Chamber after hearing the Parties'. Rule 137 allows closed court sessions 

(relevantly) for '(iv) non-disclosure of the identity of a victim or witness as provided for in 

Rule 133; or (v) the interests of justice'. Rule 133 regulates measures for the protection of 

victims and witnesses, including using pseudonyms, closed session testimony and non

disclosure to the public of any records identifying victims or witnesses. 

84. Counsel for Mr Oneissi are well aware that the Trial Chamber has granted applications 

to hear evidence in private or closed session under Rule 137 very sparingly and often only 

sR ICC, The Prosecutor v. Laurent Gbagbo and Charles Ble Goude, ICC-02/11-01/15-1124, Order on the further 
conduct of the proceedings, 9 February 2018, paras 10, 14-15, disposition. 
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with reluctance and even then only when satisfied that it is strictly necessary to preserve 

protective measures granted under Rule 133. 

85. They also know that some of Professor Sporer's testimony may be subject to existing 

Rule 133 protective measures. Further-and presumably recognising this fact-they filed his 

report confidentially under Rule 161 seeking his declaration as an expert and the admission 

into evidence of his expert report. The Trial Chamber reached a decision on this issue on 

12 April 2018, of which the Parties are aware because it was filed the following day. Counsel 

for Mr Oneissi also filed their exhibit list-which contains a number of witness statements of 

people who may require protective measures-confidentially. These important facts are 

omitted from the application. 

86. The following procedural history demonstrates a lack of bias. On 7 March, the Oneissi 

Defence filed its first witness list under Rule 128, filing it confidentially, as is the Special 

Tribunal's normal practice. 59 The next day, 8 March, the Trial Chamber held a Pre-Defence 

Conference and, in a discussion in private session on the issue of Professor Sporer's evidence, 

Ms von Wistinghausen acknowledged, 'Of course we're aware that if the professor were to 

come here to testify, parts of his testimony would have to be in private session.' 60 This 

concession is uncontested but does not appear in the application. 

87. The Trial Chamber assumed that the Oneissi Defence had filed the witness list 

confidentially to preserve the protective measures relating to some of Professor Sporer's 

expected testimony. 61 The Oneissi Defence subsequently filed two updates to the witness list, 

the first on 8 March, adding Mr El-Sayyed's name, and then on 29 March briefly expanding 

on his expected area of testimony. It filed the first updated witness list publicly and submitted 

for filing the second as a public document but without seeking the Trial Chamber's approval 

to change the classification or providing any explanation for this change. 62 

88. On 29 March, upon receiving a courtesy copy of the second updated witness list

which the Oneissi Defence sent to the Trial Chamber, Parties and Legal Representatives of 

59 F3596, Annex A to Defence for Hussein Hassan Oneissi Submission Pursuant to the Trial Chamber's 
Scheduling Order of23 February 2018, 7 March 2018 (confidential). 
60 Transcript of 8 March 2018, p. 42 (private session). 
61 See Oneissi Defence application, annex B. 
62 F3596, Updated Annex A to Defence for Hussein Hassan Oneissi Submission Pursuant to the Trial Chamber's 
Scheduling Order of23 February 2018, 8 March 2018 (made confidential by Trial Chamber instructions); F3596, 
Second Updated Annex A to Defence for Hussein Hassan Oneissi Submission Pursuant to the Trial Chamber's 
Scheduling Order of23 February 2018, 29 March 2018 (confidential). 
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Victims before its public distribution-the Presiding Judge directed the Registry to reclassify 

the updated list of 8 March as 'confidential'. This was pursuant to Articles 6 and 7 of the 

Practice Direction on Filing of Documents before the Special Tribunal for Lebanon. 63 The 

Trial Chamber's senior legal officer, on the Presiding Judge's instruction, communicated this 

to the Registry by email and asked the Oneissi Defence to change the classification of the 

second updated witness list to 'confidential'. 64 

89. The reason for this, far from showing bias towards the Oneissi Defence, was to 

preserve existing protective measures because information in the list potentially breached 

protective measures ordered under Rule 133 in three decisions. 65 This type of order under the 

Practice Direction is routine; the Trial Chamber has made numerous similar orders during the 

trial, on the application of the Parties, and the Registry on behalf of the Victims and 

Witnesses Unit. The urgency in ensuring the non-disturbance of Rule 133 orders requires 

communicating the reclassification order sometimes first by telephone and then in writing, 

which is usually by email. 

90. Ms von Wistinghausen responded at 18.32 on the evening of Thursday 29 March-the 

eve of a four day long-weekend-confirming that the Oneissi Defence would comply with the 

instructions regarding the reclassification, but wanting to know why the witness list had been 

reclassified as 'confidential', saying 'we don't see the factual or legal basis for the 

reclassification of this specific filing'. On the same evening, the Oneissi Defence provided the 

'confidential version' of the second updated witness list to the Registry. 66 

63 STLIPD/2010/01/Rev.2, 14 June 2013, Practice Direction, Article 7 'Public Record and Change of 
Classification' provides, relevantly, 1. Documents filed on the Case File are deemed public records unless they 
are protected from disclosure by the Statute, the Rules, an order or a decision by a Judge or Chamber, in which 
case the appropriate classification must be indicated, as per Article 6. 3. Where a document has been filed 
confidentially, a public redacted version shall be filed by the Participant who submitted the confidential version 
as soon as possible. Exceptions require authorisation from the Judge or Chamber. The Participant may seek such 
authorisation when specifying the factual and legal basis of the chosen classification, pursuant to Article 6 (2) 
above. 6. A Judge or Chamber may change, proprio motu or upon request of a Participant, the classification of a 
document by an order or decision. In either instance, the Judge or Chamber may seek the views of the Participant 
who submitted the document prior to issuing its order or decision. 
64 Email by the Trial Chamber's senior legal officer to counsel for Mr Oneissi, copied to the Parties, the Legal 
Representatives of Victims and the Registry on 29 March 2018, and email by the Trial Chamber's senior legal 
officer to the Registry copied to the Parties on the same day. 
65 F2269 filed confidentially on 15 October 2015; F3014, Public Redacted Version of "Decision Varying 
Protective Measures for a Witness" of27 February 2017. 2 March 2017; F3037, Decision on Registry Request 
for Clarification ofDecision Varying Protective Measures for a Witness, 15 March 2017. 
66 Email from the Oneissi Defence's case manager to the Registry copied to the Trial Chamber's senior legal 
officer at 18:38 on 29 March 2018. 
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91. On 4 April, the Oneissi Defence filed a request to reclassify as public its second 

updated witness list filed on 29 March. 67 The following day, 5 April, the Trial Chamber's 

senior legal officer emailed counsel for Mr Oneissi and drew their attention to the confidential 

nature of all previous filings connected with this application, referred to protective measures 

decisions, and asked them in light of this 'and to conserve resources ... to consider 

withdrawing [their] request for reclassification' and communicated the Trial Chamber's order 

to file a public redacted version of the second updated witness list. 

92. Counsel for Mr Oneissi, however, misconstrued this email as a Trial Chamber 

'decision' on the reclassification application, and, on 10 April, requested certification to 

appeal it. The Trial Chamber, the same day, dismissed this certification application as 

inadmissible, pointing out that the senior legal officer's email did not communicate a 

'decision' to them. 68 

93. The Oneissi Defence, however, now submits that the Trial Chamber's conduct in this 

matter-in informing 'the parties that it was yet to decide on a Defence application, despite 

having provided reasons for its dismissal in an email, asking the Defence to consider its 

withdrawal, delivering orders consistent with the dismissal of the application'-exhibits 

disregard for Mr Oneissi's right to a public hearing. Further, it is claimed, the Trial Chamber 

was 'fully aware of the potential impact that this issue could have on the Defence case -

namely, the Defence's decision to call Professor Sporer'. 69 This appears related to the Oneissi 

Defence's submission in its reclassification application that it may have to reconsider calling 

Professor Sporer if his evidence were called in closed session. 70 

94. Our view is that this allegation is legally and factually unsustainable. The email of 5 

April is patently not a reasoned decision on the reclassification application. Rather it was 

merely an attempt to assist the Oneissi Defence to understand why the Trial Chamber had 

reclassified the witness list as 'confidential' in the hope that this would clarify the matter and 

avoid time and resource-consuming litigation. Such emails are a routine part of efficient 

judicial case management. The email simply provided the Trial Chamber's reasons for 

67 F3616, Request for Reclassification of the Second Updated Annex A to Defence for Hussein Hassan Oneissi 
Submission Pursuant to the Trial Chamber's Scheduling Order of 23 February 2018, dated 8 March 2018, 
4 April2018 (confidential). 
GR F3625, Decision Dismissing as Inadmissible an Oneissi Defence Application for Certification to Appeal a 
Non-Existent 'Decision', 11 April2018. 
69 Oneissi Defence application, para. 32. 
70 Oneissi Defence application, para. 29. 
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reclassifying the witness list under the Practice Direction-expanding on the reason it had 

given in response to the Oneissi Defence's own emailed request for an explanation 71-but it 

did not decide the matter. 

95. The decision dismissing the application for certification correctly stated that the Trial 

Chamber has not decided the reclassification application. And it still has not. Moreover, no 

Party has made any application under Rule 137 in respect of how Professor Sporer's evidence 

will be heard. Furthermore, the Oneissi Defence has quite properly filed the expert report 

confidentially and has also acknowledged that some of his testimony should not be heard in 

public session. 

96. The Trial Chamber was in the process of considering a reasoned decision on the 

reclassification application when the Oneissi Defence filed its application for 

disqualification-a mere eight days separate the two applications-and was intending to file 

this decision before 17 April, when Professor Sporer was expected to begin his testimony. 

The Oneissi Defence's allegation thus seems to be that a non-existent decision does not 

address a particular submission, which, while literally true, hardly proves bias. 

97. The Trial Chamber, in sum, has simply ordered the Oneissi Defence to file a publicly 

redacted version of its witness list, before deciding whether to allow its reclassification as 

public. But even if the Trial Chamber were to deny the reclassification application-which 

the Trial Chamber has not-and order it to remain partly redacted, a decision ordering 

Defence counsel to file a public redacted witness list cannot on any level show bias by 

violating Mr Oneissi's right to a public hearing. That is the true factual extent of the 

allegation. And the redaction was of less than three lines. 

CONCLUSION 

98. In our respectful v1ew, we, the three Trial Chamber judges, have attempted 

individually and collectively to impartially perform our statutory role to the best of our 

abilities and without bias or favour to any Party. 

99. Ensuring a fair and expeditious trial-as prescribed in the Statute and the Rules-falls 

directly within the Trial Chamber's responsibility and requires careful judicial case 

71 Email from co-counsel for Mr Oneissi to the Trial Chamber's senior legal officer on 29 March 2018, and a 
response to it on 4 April2018. 
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management. 72 In attempting to meet these obligations the Trial Chamber has, among other 

things, scheduled Rule 167 submissions, the timing of the Defence case and deadlines for 

final trial briefs and timeline for closing arguments-but only after hearing the Parties and the 

Legal Representatives of Victims in case management meetings and in court. 

100. In our view, applying the legal principles in paragraphs 9 to 21 to the facts that we 

have set out above-expanded upon in the chronology below-can only result in the 

dismissal of the application. The two scheduling orders and the email which are alleged to 

demonstrate bias against the Oneissi Defence are simply routine exercises of diligent judicial 

case management and cannot have prejudiced the Oneissi Defence. 

101. Merely issuing discretionary scheduling orders and sending an email with which a 

Party disagrees cannot overturn the presumption of judicial impartiality. In our view the 

Oneissi Defence has not rebutted this presumption. No submission has been made out that 

could amount to actual bias, and on the allegation of apprehended bias, there is no objectively 

justifiable reason to fear that the Trial Chamber lacks impartiality. A reasonable observer 

could not apprehend bias on these facts. 

102. It follows that the allegations of bias are baseless and the application under Rule 25 

should be dismissed and the Trial Chamber should be allowed to continue hearing the Oneissi 

Defence case and complete the trial. 

Leidschendam, 
The Netherlands 
26 April 2018 

Judge David Re Judge Janet Nasworthy Judge Micheline Braidy 

72 Seromba decision, para. 15; ICTY, Prosecutor v. Goran Hadzic, IT-04-75-T, Decision on Motion for 
Voluntary Withdrawal or Disqualification of Judges from Adjudication of Motion to Proceed with the Defence 
Case, 21 April2015, para. 16; ICTY, Prosecutor v. Radovan Karadzic, IT-95-5/18-AR73.10, Decision on Appeal 
from Decision on Duration of Defence Case, 29 January 2013, para. 7. 
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CHRONOLOGY OF RELEVANT MATTERS 

This chronology which includes relevant matters not included in the Oneissi Defence's 

application should assist the Panel in understanding our views under Rule 25 (C). 

• 18 October 2017 - the last scheduled substantive witness in the Prosecution case 

against all four Accused, Mr Andrew Donaldson, completes his testimony; 73 

• 8 November 2017 - Prosecution application to call additional evidence following 

cross-examination by Merhi Defence of Mr Donaldson and to introduce additional 

telecommunications evidence; 74 

• 9 November 2017 - Trial Chamber hears additional telecommunications evidence 

from the Prosecution's telecommunications expert, Mr J. E. Philips - his additional 

expert report is received as an exhibit marked for identification; 75 

• 12 December 2017 - decision admitting into evidence Mr Philips' additional expert 

report; 76 

• 11 January 2018 - decision allowing the Prosecution to amend its Rule 91 list in 

respect of the additional evidence relating to Mr Hassan Habib Merhi; 77 

• 12 January 2018- decision admitting additional evidence related to Mr Merhi; 78 

• 26 January 2018- some additional evidence heard in respect ofMr Merhi. Adjourned 

after the Merhi Defence stated that it needed time to investigate and to decide whether 

to cross-examine witnesses; 

• 29 January 2018- order to Merhi Defence to provide a progress report to the Trial 

Chamber on its investigations in respect of the additional evidence by 1 February with 

an update by 7 February; 79 

73 Transcript of 18 October 2017, pp 83-84; see also transcript of 19 October 2017, pp 25-27. 
74 Transcript of8 November 2017, pp 2-23. 
75 Transcript of9 November 2017, pp 12-75. 
76 F3477, Decision Admitting into Evidence an Expert Report of J.E. Philips Demonstrating Single Person Use 
of Green 071, Purple 231 and the 'Grey Phone' through Cell Site Analysis, 12 December 2017. 
77 F3513, confidential, 11 January 2018. 
n F3514, confidential, 12 January 2018. 
79 F3540, Order to Merhi Defence to Provide Information on Progress oflts Investigations, 29 January 2018. 
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• 1 February 2018 - Merhi Defence informs the Trial Chamber that it had no cross

examination in respect of the additional evidence; 80 

• 2 February 2018 - case management meeting attended by the three Trial Chamber 

judges and three legal officers, the Parties, the Legal Representatives of Victims and 

the Defence Office at which the Oneissi Defence informs the Trial Chamber that it 

intends to make submissions under Rule 167 and, if unsuccessful, will call a short 

Defence case of around two weeks in length with possibly two witnesses being called; 

The Trial Chamber informs the Parties that it was considering holding a Rule 167 

hearing in the week of 12 February, the week after the close of the Prosecution case, 

and asked the Defence to be ready to present any Defence case immediately after the 

Trial Chamber decision on any Rule 167 application. Co-counsel for Mr Oneissi, 

Ms von Wistinghausen, provided the Trial Chamber with possible dates for lead 

counsel, Mr Courcelle-Labrousse's availability to make the submissions; 

• 2 February 2018 - after the case management meeting, the Trial Chamber's senior 

legal officer consults with co-counsel for Mr Oneissi, Ms von Wistinghausen, and 

emails Mr Courcelle-Labrousse regarding the dates for hearing the Rule 167 

submissions, saying that the Trial Chamber is considering the week of 12 February 

2018, and, additionally, the days of 19 and 20 February to hear Defence submissions, 

Prosecution response and any Defence reply; 81 

• 2 February 2018 - Mr Courcelle-Labrousse em ails the Trial Chamber's senior legal 

officer stating that he was unavailable in the week of 12 February, and provided his 

preferred dates, namely the week of 19 February, except for Monday 19 February; 

• 2 February 2018 - the Trial Chamber issues a scheduling order for the close of the 

Prosecution case on 7 February and, solely to accommodate Mr Courcelle-Labrousse's 

availability-to hear oral submissions under Rule 167 from the Oneissi Defence on 

Tuesday 20 February with responses from the Prosecution on 21 February;82 

8° F3545, confidential, 1 February 2018. 
81 Email from the Trial Chamber's senior legal officer to counsel for Mr Oneissi, Mr Vincent Courcelle
Labrousse. 
82 F3549, Scheduling Order Regarding Close of Prosecution Case and Defence Submissions under Rule 167, 
2 February 2018. 
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• 7 February 2018- Prosecution formally closes its case in court; 83 

• 7 February 2018- Ms von Wistinghausen states in court that Mr Courcelle-Labrousse 

would make oral submissions under Rule 167 and that the Oneissi Defence would be 

in a position to comply with the Trial Chamber's scheduling order; 84 

• 8 February 2018 - order to the Oneissi Defence to file skeleton arguments on its 

Rule 167 submissions by midday Friday 16 February, and to the Prosecution to file a 

response by midday Monday 19 February;85 

• 16 and 19 February 2018 - skeleton arguments and legal authorities filed; 86 

• 20, 21 and 22 February 2018 -Rule 167 oral submissions. The Trial Chamber, m 

court, orders further written submissions by Tuesday 27 February;87 

• 23 February 2018- scheduling order under Rule 128 ordering any Defence electing to 

call a Defence case to file their witness and exhibit lists by 7 March, and stating that a 

Rule 129 Pre-Defence Conference will be held 'shortly thereafter' and that the Rule 

128 orders 'Obviously ... apply only if the Trial Chamber decides not to enter a 

judgement of acquittal with respect to any Accused' ;88 

• 27 February 2018 - further written submissions filed by Prosecution and Oneissi 

Defence· 89 
' 

• 5 March 2018 - Oneissi Defence files application to suspend the filing of the Rule 128 

documents; 90 

83 Transcript of7 February 2018, p. 69. 
84 Transcript of7 February 2018, pp 74-75. 
85 F3563, Further Scheduling Order Regarding Rule 167 Submissions, 8 February 2018. 
86 F3574, Corrected Version of the Defence for Hussein Hassan Oneissi Submission Pursuant to the Trial 
Chamber's Scheduling Order of 8 February 2018 filed on 16 February 2018, 16 February 2018 (public with 
public redacted annexes); F3577, Skeleton Argument in Response to Rule 167 Motion by the Oneissi Defence, 
19 February 2018 (public with public annex A and public redacted annex B). 
87 Transcript of22 February 2018, pp 9-10. 
88 F3583, Scheduling Order to the Defence under Rule 128, 23 February 2018, paras 6-7. 
89 F3586, confidential, 27 February 2018; F3586, Version publique expurgee de la « Version corrigee des 
soumissions additionnelles de Ia Defense de M Oneissi en application de !'article 167 et de !'ordonnance orale 
de Ia Chambre de premiere instance en date du 22 jevrier 2018 deposees le 27 jevrier 2018 », 7 March 2018; 
F3587, confidential, 27 February 2018; F3587, Public Redacted Version of Corrected Version of Prosecution 
Further Submissions in Response to an Oneissi Defence Application for Acquittal Under Rule 167, 1 March 
2018. 
9° F3592, Oneissi Defence Request for Suspension of Rule 128 Scheduling Order, 5 March 2018. 
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• 6 March 2018- decision dismissing Defence applications to suspend Rule 128 orders 

(including that of the Oneissi Defence of 5 March) and informing the Parties that the 

Trial Chamber would deliver its Rule 167 decision on 7 March and varying the order 

of 23 February to file Rule 128 documents to 14.00 on 7 March-to allow the 

Prosecution to familiarise itself with the list before a Pre-Defence Conference-and 

scheduling a Pre-Defence Conference under Rule 129 on 8 March;91 

• 7 March 2018 - oral Rule 167 decision not to acquit Mr Oneissi on any of the charges 

in the amended consolidated indictment; 92 

• 7 March 2018 - Oneissi Defence files its Rule 128 witness list confidentially

containing the name of one witness, Professor Siegfried Ludwig Sporer. 93 No other 

Accused elected to call a case or file Rule 128 documents; 

• 8 March 2018- first Pre-Defence Conference under Rule 129; 

• 8 March 2018- Oneissi Defence files an updated witness list (publicly-which was 

subsequently reclassified as 'confidential' by the Trial Chamber's instructions on 

29 March under Articles 6 and 7 of the Practice Direction on the filing of 

documents)94 and an exhibit list (confidentially) under Rule 128. The witness list now 

contains a second name, that ofMr Jamil El-Sayyed;95 

• 14 March 2018 - Oneissi Defence files an application for certification for 

interlocutory appeal of the Trial Chamber's decision under Rule 167.96 (A decision on 

this matter is pending); 

91 F3593, Order Scheduling Pre-Defence Conference on Thursday 8 March 2018 and Dismissing Oneissi and 
Sabra Applications to Suspend Orders under Rule 128 to File Witness and Exhibit Lists, 6 March 2018. 
92 Decision on the Oneissi Defence Application for a Judgment of Acquittal under Rule 167 (A), transcript of 
7 March 2018, pp 3-52. 
93 F3596, Defence for Hussein Hassan Oneissi Submission Pursuant to the Trial Chamber's Scheduling Order of 
23 February 2018,7 March 2018 (public, with confidential annexes A-B). 
94 So as not to breach protective measures under Rule 133 in F2269 filed (confidentially) on 15 October 2015. 
95 F3596, Updated Annex A to Defence for Hussein Hassan Oneissi Submission Pursuant to the Trial Chamber's 
Scheduling Order of23 February 2018 (made confidential by the Trial Chamber's instructions), 8 March 2018; 
F3596, Updated Annex B to Defence for Hussein Hassan Oneissi Submission Pursuant to the Trial Chamber's 
Scheduling Order of23 February 2018 (confidential), 8 March 2018. 
96 F3603, Request for Certification of the Chamber's Decision of7 March 2018 Dismissing the Application for 
the Acquittal ofMr Oneissi Filed pursuant to Rule 167, 14 March 2018 (made confidential confidential by the 
Trial Chamber's instructions); F3603, Version publique expurgee de Ia raquete en certification de Ia decision de 
Ia Chambre en date du 7 mars 2018 rejetant Ia demande d'acquittement de M Oneissi deposee en application de 
!'article 167, 15 March 2018. 
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• 21 March 2018 - case management meeting attended by the three Trial Chamber 

judges and two legal officers, the Parties, the Legal Representatives ofVictims and the 

Defence Office-at which the modalities and timing of final trial briefs and the length 

of the Oneissi Defence case were discussed; 

• 21 March 2018- Oneissi Defence files its Rule 161 notice (confidentially) in respect 

of Professor Sporer seeking the admission into evidence of his expert report and that 

he be declared an expert; 97 

• 22 March 2018 - second Pre-Defence Conference-at which the Trial Chamber 

sought and heard the views of the Parties and Legal Representatives of Victims on the 

timing and filing of final trial briefs; 

• 23 March 2018 - order scheduling the Oneissi Defence case between 10 and 20 April 

2018, noting Mr El-Sayyed's unavailability and directing the Oneissi Defence to 

contact him to ascertain his availability for video-conference link testimony or 

testimony staggered over different days or weeks.98 The Oneissi Defence is yet to 

respond to this. Paragraph 21 specified that the Defence case was capable of being 

heard in that period but that the Trial Chamber would consider any applications to 

adjourn or extend the period. None have been made; 

• 26 March 2018 -email from Ms von Wistinghausen to the Trial Chamber's senior 

legal officer stating that counsel for Mr Oneissi had spoken to Mr El-Sayyed again 

'and the prospect of having him testifying in April' in court or through video

conference link is unrealistic; 

• 29 March 2018- Prosecution's response opposing the Oneissi Defence's application 

for certification to appeal the Rule 167 decision;99 

• 29 March 2018 - Oneissi Defence files a second updated witness list publicly, and 

sends a courtesy copy to the Trial Chamber, the Parties and the Legal Representatives 

97 F3605, Defence for Hussein Hassan Oneissi Rule 161 (A) Disclosure Notice and Request for the Admission 
into Evidence ofProfSporer's Expert Report, 21 March 2018 (confidential). 
n F3608, Scheduling Order for Hearing the Oneissi Defence Case Between 10 and 20 April 2018, 23 March 
2018. 
99 F3613, Prosecution Response to Oneissi Defence "Requete en certification de la decision de Ia chambre en 
date du 7 mars 2018 rejetant Ia demande d'acquittement de M. Oneissi deposee en application de )'article 167", 
29 March 2018. 
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of Victims on the same day. 100 The Presiding Judge directs the Registry to reclassify 

the updated list of 8 March as 'confidential' under Articles 6 and 7 of the Practice 

Direction on the Filing of Documents and communicates this to the Parties by email 

sent by the Trial Chamber's senior legal officer on 29 March, and asks Defence 

counsel to change the classification of the second updated witness list to 

confidentia1. 101 This was because information m the list potentially breached 

protective measures already ordered under Rule 133; 

• 29 March 2018- email from Ms von Wistinghausen to Trial Chamber's senior legal 

officer (at 18.32 on the Thursday evening before the four day Easter weekend) 

confirming that the Oneissi Defence will comply with the instructions regarding the 

reclassification, but wanting to know why the witness list had been reclassified as 

'confidential', saying 'we don't see the factual or legal basis for the reclassification of 

this specific filing'. On the same evening, the Oneissi Defence provides the 

'confidential version' ofthe second updated witness list to the Registry; 102 

• 4 April 2018 - email from Trial Chamber's senior legal officer responding to counsel 

for Mr Oneissi providing a one-line reason for the confidentiality of the Defence's 
. 1. 103 w1tness 1sts; 

• 4 April 2018 - the Oneissi Defence files a request to reclassify its second updated 

witness list of29 March 2018 pursuant to the Trial Chamber's order of23 February; 104 

• 5 April 2018 - Trial Chamber through its senior legal officer emails the Oneissi 

Defence drawing its attention to the confidential nature of all previous filings 

connected with its request to reclassify as public its witness list, including Rule 133 

protective measures, and asking counsel in light of this 'and to conserve 

resources' ... 'to consider withdrawing its request for reclassification' and 

10° F3596, Second Updated Annex A to Defence for Hussein Hassan Oneissi Submission Pursuant to the Trial 
Chamber's Scheduling Order of23 February 2018, dated 8 March 2018, 29 March 2018. 
101 Email by the Trial Chamber's senior legal officer to counsel for Mr Oneissi, copied to the Parties, the Legal 
Representatives of Victims and the Registry on 29 March 2018, and email by the Trial Chamber's senior legal 
officer to the Registry copied to the Parties on the same day. 
102 Email from the Oneissi Defence's case manager to the Registry copied to the Trial Chamber's senior legal 
officer at 18:38 on 29 March 2018. 
103 Email by the Trial Chamber's senior legal officer to counsel for Mr Oneissi, copied to the Parties, the Legal 
Representatives of Victims and the Registry on 4 April2018. 
104 F3616, Request for Reclassification of the Second Updated Annex A to Defence for Hussein Hassan Oneissi 
Submission Pursuant to the Trial Chamber's Scheduling Order of 23 February 2018, dated 8 March 2018, 
4 April2018 (confidential). 
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communicating its order to the Oneissi Defence to file a public redacted version of the 

d d d . 1' 105 secon up ate w1tness 1st; 

• 6 April 2018 - Prosecution files a submission asking that final trial briefs be filed 

simultaneously and not before 27 July; 106 

• 6 April 2018 - Prosecution (confidentially) files its notice under Rule 161 (B) m 

relation to Professor Sporer's report and qualifications; 107 

• 6 April 2018 - Oneissi Defence files a reply to the Prosecution's response to its 

application for certification to appeal the Rule 167 decision; 108 

• 6 April 2018 - Oneissi Defence files its witness schedule for the week of 16 April, 

stating that Professor Sporer would testify in-person on 16 April and that it did not 

intend to present any evidence in the week of 9 April; 109 

• 10 April 2018 - date scheduled for hearing the evidence of Professor Sporer. The Trial 

Chamber changed the date to 17 April after Ms von Wistinghausen emailed the Trial 

Chamber asking it to hear the evidence in the week of 16 April2018, 110 and on 6 April 

filed its intended witness list for those two weeks. The decision was made to 

accommodate counsel for Mr Oneissi and the Prosecution; 

• 10 April 2018 - the Oneissi Defence (confidentially) files under Rule 126 (C) an 

application for certification to appeal the Trial Chamber's emailed communication

termed a 'decision' in the application-of 5 April 2018 to the Parties regarding the 

reclassification of the Oneissi Defence's witness list to confidential; 111 

105 This email was copied to the Parties and the Legal Representatives of Victims. 
106 F3617, Prosecution Submission for All Final Trial Briefs to be Filed No Earlier Than 27 July 2018, 5 April 
2018. 
107 F3621, Prosecution's Rule 161(B) Notice in relation to Witness DH0-001 Siegfried Ludwig Sporer and 
Request to Strike Portions of the Report, 6 April 2018 (confidential with confidential annexes). 
lOR F3618, Replique aux Reponses du Procureur et du Representant Legal des Victimes a Ia Requete de Ia 
Defense en Certification de la Decision de la Chambre en date du 7 mars 2018 rejetant !a demande 
d'acquittement de M. Oneissi deposee en application de /'article 167, 6 April2018. 
109 F3620, Defence for Hussein Hassan Oneissi Witness Schedule for the Week Commencing 16 April 2018, 
6 April2018. 
110 Email from Ms von Wistinghausen to the Trial Chamber's senior legal officer on 26 March 2018 (copying the 
Prosecution). 
111 F3622, Requete de Ia Defense en Certification de Ia Decision de Ia Chambre en date du 5 avril 2018 rejetant 
Ia demande de Reclassification, 10 April2018 (confidential, with confidential annex A). 
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• 11 April 2018 -the Trial Chamber dismisses as inadmissible the Oneissi Defence's 

application for certification holding that it had made no decision in respect of the 

application of 4 April; 112 

• 11 April 2018- Oneissi Defence (confidentially) files a response to the Prosecution's 

Rule 161 (B) notice in relation to Professor Sporer; 113 

• 11 April 2018 -order scheduling the filing of final trial briefs by 4 June 2018 with 

responses by 18 June 2018 and oral closing submissions in the weeks of 25 June to 6 

July; 114 

• 12 April 2018 - the Oneissi Defence files public redacted versions of its updated 
. 1. 115 witness 1sts; 

• 12 April 2018 -joint Defence request that the Trial Chamber reconsider its 11 April 

scheduling order. 116 A decision on this matter is pending; 

• 12 April 2018 - Oneissi Defence files its application to disqualify the Trial 

Chamber-distributed on 13 April 2018; 117 

• 13 April 2018 - Trial Chamber submits for filing two decisions it had reached on 

12 April2018 deciding to declare Professor Sporer as an expert and to partly admit his 

report into evidence with cross-examination, 118 and partly granting a Sabra Defence 

112 F3625, Decision Dismissing as Inadmissible an Oneissi Defence Application for Certification to Appeal a 
Non-Existent 'Decision', 11 April2018. 
113 F3624, Defence for Hussein Hassan Oneissi Response to Prosecution's Rule 161 (B) Notice in Relation to 
Prof Siegfried Ludwig Sporer, ll April2018 (confidential). 
114 F3623, Scheduling Order for Final Trial Briefs and Closing Arguments under Rule 147, ll April2018. 
115 F3596, Public Redacted Version of the Updated Annex A to Defence for Hussein Hassan Oneissi Submission 
Pursuant to the Trial Chamber's Scheduling Order of23 February 2018 filed on 8 March 2018, 12 April2018; 
F3596, Public Redacted Version of the Second Updated Annex A to Defence for Hussein Hassan Oneissi 
Submission Pursuant to the Trial Chamber's Scheduling Order of 23 February 2018 filed on 29 March 2018, 
12 April2018. 
116 F3627, Joint Defence Request for Reconsideration of the Scheduling Order for Final Trial Briefs and Closing 
Arguments under Rule 147, 12 April2018. 
117 STL-11-01/T/PRES, F3628, Oneissi Defence Rule 25 Motion for the Disqualification and Withdrawal of 
Presiding Judge David Re, Judge Janet Nosworthy, and Judge Micheline Braidy, 12 April 2018 (confidential 
with confidential annexes; a public redacted version of the application was filed on the same day). 
11 R It was distributed to the Parties then withdrawn from the case file. See STL-11-01/T/TC, F3631, Certificate 
on the Withdrawal of a Filing from the Case File, 13 April2018. 
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motion and ordering Mr Michael Taylor's attendance to testify on Monday 23 April 

2018· 119 
' 

• 13 April 2018 -the Special Tribunal's President issues an order designating a Panel 

pursuant to Rule 25 (C) comprising Appeals Chamber Judge Daniel Nsereko, and 

Alternate Judges Walid Akoum and Nicola Lettieri; 120 

• 16 April 2018 - the Panel issues an order inviting the three Trial Chamber Judges to 

submit, in writing, their views on the motion for disqualification pursuant to Rule 

25 (C) by Wednesday, 18 April2018; 121 

• 17 April 2018 - scheduled date for hearing Professor Sporer's evidence; 

• 18 April 2018 -Judges Re and Nasworthy submit an application to the President to 

redesignate a Panel; 122 

• 19 April 2018 - President sought the views of Judges Akoum and Lettieri and the 

Oneissi Defence; 123 

• 20 April 2018 -Judges Akoum and Lettieri file their views and seek to be excused 

from the Panel; 124 

• 23 April 2018 - views of Oneissi Defence on composition of Panel filed; 125 

• 23 April 2018 - intended date for hearing Mr Taylor's evidence under Rule 165; 

• 25 April2018- President accedes to Judge Re and Judge Nasworthy's application and 

d 0 p 1 126 es1gnates a new ane ; 

119 It was submitted for filing but was not distributed to the Parties due to the operation of Rule 25 (D). The Trial 
Chamber's senior legal officer provided a courtesy copy to the Parties and the Legal Representatives of Victims 
on 13 April2018 as notice of the Trial Chamber's intention. 
120 STL-11-01/T/PRES, F3630, Order Designating Panel Pursuant to Rule 25 (C), 13 April 2018, after first 
consulting the two Alternate Judges. 
121 STL-11-01/T/OTH/R25, F3632, Order Inviting Judges' Views Pursuant to Rule 25 (C), 16 April 2018. 
122 STL-11-01/T/PRES, F3633, Application by Judges Re and Nasworthy to Set Aside the President's 
Designation of Alternate Judges Akoum and Lettieri to a Panel Designated pursuant to Rule 25 (C) on the 
Oneissi Defence's Application to Disqualify the Three Trial Chamber Judges, 18 April2018. 
123 STL-11-01/T/PRES, F3635, Order Seeking Submissions on the Application to set aside the Designation of 
Judges to a Panel Designated Pursuant to Rule 25 (C), 19 April2018. 
124 STL-11-01/T/PRES, F3637, Submissions by Judges Akoum and Lettieri, 20 April2018. 
125 STL-11-01/T/PRES, F3638, Observations de Ia Defense de M Oneissi deposees en application de 
!'Ordonnance de Ia Presidente en date du 19 avri/2018, 23 April2018. 
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126 STL-11-01/T/PRES, F3639, Order on the Composition of a Panel Designated Pursuant to Rule 25 (C), 
25 April 2018. 
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